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The goal of this paper is to consider the challenges which Ugandan children experience in beginning to learn to read. The paper demonstrates that there are disparities between rural government and rural private school approaches to reading and between rural and urban schools. The disparities arise from the uneven ways in which the language-in-education policy is being implemented and the variation in the nature and quality of the reading pedagogy in the early years. Ugandan children are being taught to read in different circumstances; rural government schools use mother tongue (MT) from Primary (P) 1 to P3 while English and MT are taught as a subject; private schools use English and teach MTs as subject. In addition, some teachers offer pre-school provision in English, so learners start reading in English, have their first formal schooling from P1 in MT (if they move into a government school) and then need to switch back to English in P4. Learners in rural government schools do not attend pre-school and begin to learn to read in P1 through their MTs, with English being taught as subject. This paper presents classroom-based research which provides insights into the ways in which teachers and learners negotiate the challenges posed by these disparities and by the lack of joined-up thinking regarding early reading pedagogy for English and for MTs. The paper concludes with a discussion of the practical implications of these findings for curriculum development and for teacher education.
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Introduction

“Of all the core competencies recognized to contribute to lifelong learning and sustainable development, none is quite as central as the ability to read and write” (Trudell, Dowd, Piper, & Bloch 2012:8). As these authors point out, learning to read is one of the literacy skills that children must acquire for them to progress well in their education career. This paper reports on how Ugandan children, in different schools, begin to learn to read. In the paper, I present evidence to indicate that, while children in Uganda find themselves in different types of learning environment, they all face considerable challenges in beginning to learn to read: those in rural government schools go through different challenges from those of rural private schools. In addition, children in urban schools also go through varied experiences which arise from the language backgrounds they have and the language(s) with which they begin to learn to read.

Since 2006/2007, there has been a language policy in Uganda which allows rural primary schools to select a dominant local language or learners’ familiar language to use as a language of learning and teaching (LoLT) for the first three years of primary schooling. Primary (P) 4 is then transitional and P5 through P7 is English-only. It is the responsibility of District Language Boards (DLBs) to
identify a dominant local language in a district and such a language should be used as LoLT in primary schools found in that district. By 2009, there were about 35 languages approved by National Curriculum Development Centre (NCDC) as LoLTs in primary schools (Kateeba 2009). Urban schools are assumed to have complex multilingualism so they use English as language of learning and teaching (LoLT) but they are required to teach MTs as subjects (Government of Uganda 1992; Kateeba 2009; Ministry of Education and Sports 2004; NCDC 2006a).

This paper draws on a larger doctoral study which focussed on teachers’ understanding and management of the process of transition from MT education to English medium education in Uganda. Data for this wider study was collected in ten schools: two government-owned and two privately owned schools from Rakai, a rural district; four government schools from Oyam, another rural district and two schools (one government owned and one privately owned) from Kampala the capital of Uganda. The study involved use of document analysis, questionnaires, classroom observations and follow-up interviews. Data was analysed using a triangulation design, one in which insights gleaned from different sources are checked against each other, so as to build a fuller, richer and more accurate account (Creswell & Clark 2007; Denscombe 2008). Data for this study was collected between September and November 2012.

This paper is organised as follows: I shall begin by discussing literature related to how children learn to read. I then go on to focus on recent assessments of the overall performance of Ugandan children in reading and writing. After this, I present and discuss the findings of research with teachers and learners in a sub-sample of the schools in the wider doctoral study. This section is followed by a conclusion.

2 Learning to read in the global South: an overview

It is apparent in the literature that there is evidence of concern in many countries about children not being able to read or write in the early years of learning. The challenge becomes more serious when children come to a stage where they are completing primary schooling without the requisite standards of reading and writing. In a setting where this has been a challenge, many countries have adopted MT education policies with the objective of improving literacy skills (cf. Walter & Dekker 2011). This shift to MT-based educational policy is premised on research evidence that supports the view that learning is easier and faster in one’s MT (e.g. Benson 2005; Cummins 1979, 2000, 2005; Klaus 2003; Walter & Chuo 2012; Woldemariam 2007). Reading is one of five skills (speaking, reading, writing, listening and comprehension). It is also a skill that must be purposefully acquired. Ball (2011:6) defines literacy as the “ability to read, write, calculate and otherwise use a language to do whatever is needed in life”.

Trudell et al. (2012:7) state that

Since reading and writing are meaning-filled activities, learning to read and write must also be meaning-based; this means, among other things, that it must be done in a language the students understand. Use of the child’s language as the medium of instruction and the language of reading
accelerates learning, and allows the child to develop the skill and knowledge that will enhance his or her potential for lifelong learning.

Heugh (2011) has considered in detail how reading is handled, especially in early-exit programmes. She explains that children are usually exposed to literacy at their first encounter with the school where they are presented with simple stories that are written in a familiar genre. During the first three years of children’s study, there is limited reading and writing. Through the simple stories that children are exposed to, they begin to recognize letters of the alphabet, simple vocabulary and simple sentences plus other orthographical symbols. These recognition skills typically develop by end of the second year. Heugh (2011:121-122) then points out that, at the beginning of fourth year, children are expected to read more fluently as they are exposed to more unfamiliar discourse.

However, researchers (e.g. Ball 2011; Dutcher 1997; McLaughlin 1992) have noted that educators often have a misconception that introducing a second language (e.g. English) as early as possible enhances its acquisition. Benson (2008:3) argues that it is “more effective to learn additional languages as subjects of study”. As a result, a common practice now is to have children begin to read not only as early as possible but also to begin reading in English (cf. Almon 2013). This involves putting unjustifiable pressure on children, especially when they are still in the process of acquiring their MT and when they are just beginning to learn and acquire English. Almon (2013) observes that policy makers, teachers and parents are even under pressure to prepare children to be able to read in pre-school (pre-primary). However, Almon contends that there is evidence to suggest that a lot of play in pre-school and gradual introduction of the sounds of a language can be more beneficial.

In the next section, I describe the context in which debates about the teaching of reading, in different languages, are currently being played out in Uganda. I paint a picture of what the national curriculum guidelines recommend with regard to introducing children to reading in primary schools. I will also point to the complexity involved in the implementation of these curriculum guidelines due to the uneven nature of language policy and practice across different types of schools. At the end of the section, I will then discuss statistics related to the assessment of children’s reading in the years after the nation-wide rollout of the MT programme in 2006/2007.

3 Variation in the implementation of language policy and curriculum guidelines for reading in Ugandan primary schools

The need to promote the development of literacy, numeracy and life skills in lower primary classes motivated the introduction of MT education in Uganda in 2006/2007 (Kateeba 2009; NCDC 2006b). Read and Enyutu (2004) reviewed the quality of education in Uganda and made recommendations, which, inter alia, required the revision of the curriculum and changing the LoLT particularly in the early primary school years. Following Read and Enyutu’s (2004) recommendations, the subject curriculum for the lower classes was revised by NCDC and replaced with a thematically-organised curriculum (NCDC 2006a, 2006b). The new curriculum is supposed to be delivered through MT for the first
three years in rural (government and private) schools. Kateeba (2009) reasons that a thematically organised curriculum was preferred to subject-based curriculum because children at an early age cannot differentiate one subject from another and that through thematic curriculum children learn all the content in a holistic manner. Nevertheless, this curriculum has been contested by teachers who argue that it is shallow, overloaded, poorly structured and that they received hurried and superficial training prior to its implementation (Altinyelken, 2010; Ssentanda, 2013).

The curriculum guidelines also stipulate that children should have an hour each day in which reading and writing is taught (for P1 to P3). This hour is divided up into two strands: “Literacy hour I and Literary hour II” (NCDC 2007:31). The guidelines for implementing these literacy hours are as follows: “The first hour focuses on reading, with presentations, practice, pre-reading activities and an emphasis on the sight words. The second-half focuses on pre-writing activities, drawing, labelling and developing handwriting”. Teachers are asked to ensure that the last 20 minutes of every literacy hour is devoted to writing or what NCDC (2007:31) calls “pattern practice.”

NCDC (2007:31-38) recommends six strategies or teaching procedures (TPs) for literacy development. For purposes of this paper, I focus just on the TP for reading. This strategy aims at helping learners to recognize sounds, letters and pictures. Children can do this by matching shapes or letters that are the same, finding the odd ones, and recognizing and describing pictures and shapes. Learners are also expected to match letters to words starting, for example, with the letter, writing that letter on a chalkboard, and saying the sound, then writing it out on their slates and drawing a picture of an object whose name starts with that letter. It is assumed that all these activities can enable learners to become fluent in reading in three years. In the next section of this paper, I will provide some examples of how these guidelines are actually translated into practice in different kinds of schools and classrooms.

Pre-primary education in Uganda is not compulsory (Ejuu 2012; Uganda Child Rights NGO Network 2006), but the elective nature of pre-school education has made the process of introducing children to reading rather complex. Government schools in rural areas do not have pre-primary classes while all private schools do. Children join government schools in P1 at the age of six (the official age for entry to P1) and they learn through MT for the first three years while those who attend private schools join school at the age of three or four in pre-primary. Children in private schools attend pre-primary for two or three years before they join P1 at the age of six. Learning in private schools is introduced in English in many pre-primary classes, while those in government schools are introduced to reading in P1, in their MT, and they learn English as subject. Private schools teach MT as subject in P1 to P3 and in these three years, reading in MT is also included. In short, there is considerable variation, across the public/private sectors of schooling and between rural and urban areas, with respect to the timing for the introduction of early reading and with respect to the language used for teaching and learning at this crucial stage in a child’s education.

In the next few paragraphs, I take a brief look at the evidence currently available with regard to educational outcomes for Uganda as whole, since the introduction of MT education. I focus in particular on some of the national assessments for literacy development in the early years.
Piper (2010) reported on EGRA assessments (Early Grade Reading Assessment) involving both MT and English. The assessment covered, letter naming fluency, letter-sound fluency, syllable reading fluency, phonological awareness, oral reading, familiar word fluency, connected text oral reading fluency and reading comprehension in connected text. This report showed that children in the central region were quicker at identifying sounds in their MT than in English. However, when placed in an international context, the level of performance of learners’ in Uganda was below the regional level for East Africa and below international levels. In addition, comprehension levels were reported to be close to zero in English.

Two reports produced by a private NGO (Uwezo 2010, 2011) presented a review of the English literacy skills of children in East Africa. It also revealed low levels of literacy in the Ugandan context: “Overall at least one out of every five (21%) of all the class P3 children sampled across the country could not even recognize letters of the English alphabet; and only 7% could read and understand an English story text of class P2 level difficulty. Almost one out of every five (17%) of all the class P7 children could not read and understand an English story text of class P2 level difficulty” (Uwezo 2011:14).

Yet another report by UNEB (Uganda National Examinations Board 2010) also confirmed the low levels of literacy acquisition among primary school children, not only in local languages but also in English. Similar findings were reported by the Mango Tree Lango Literacy Project (Mango Tree Lango Literacy Project 2010). This study was carried out in the Lango Sub-Region (Northern part of Uganda) in both urban and rural schools. The study found that, by end of P1, pupils were not able to identify the alphabet and neither could they read a simple text with minimal fluency. Looking at this situation, Uwezo (2011) asks: “Are our children learning?” Clearly, these data communicate that there is a problem with the teaching of reading in Uganda. It also appears that the situation is not getting better, even after introducing MT education.

In all four reports quoted above, emphasis was placed on children’s reading and counting skills presumably because “reading and maths are normally considered the most fundamental of the basic skills to be taught and mastered in early basic education” (Walter & Dekker 2011). Wren (2000:7) stresses that “if children are still struggling with reading skills in the third grade, odds are, they will be struggling the rest of their lives.” He goes on to refer to the ‘Mathew effect’ in reading (this term is adapted from The Bible, Mathew 25:29) which, when loosely paraphrased, means “the rich get richer and the poor get poorer” (Wren 2000:8). As is the case elsewhere, some children in Uganda join school with already developed skills depending on their parental economic and/or educational status while others, particularly those from rural areas, do not have any. Wren (2000:8) argues that:

If children who lack the foundational skills do not develop those skills early on, their peers leave them behind. At kindergarten and first grade, the gap is surmountable, and teachers can help all children gain the necessary foundational skills for reading success. Beyond the first grade, however, the gap becomes increasingly larger. By fourth grade, helping children to gain these foundational skills is time-consuming and usually very frustrating for the child. Worse than that, however, it is also usually unsuccessful.
Wren’s challenging remarks have particular resonance in the case of some rural children in Uganda who attend government schools and who do not have a chance to attend pre-school. Bridging the two-year-gap of their counterparts in private schools is very challenging and in many cases impossible. The assessments alluded to above usually indicate that children from private schools perform better than those in government schools.

The challenges related to reading are not only faced by learners but also by some teachers. In the 2011 assessment by the Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB), teachers’ reading skills were also assessed. UNEB (2011: xii) found that ‘pupils’ weak performance in Literacy could have been due to the deficiency in the teachers’ skills to teach, particularly reading, reflected by the teachers’ weak performance in Oral Reading; implying that they themselves might not have been taught reading skills.” This remark implies that there are teachers in Uganda who are not fully prepared to handle the challenges involved in the teaching of reading (cf. Kyeyune 2012). As the UNEB report suggests, it is difficult for the teachers to properly manage reading when they themselves have some difficulties with reading tests.

Having looked at some of the survey evidence and at some educational reports which focus on broad trends, I turn now to some of the insights gleaned from the classroom-based research I carried out for my doctoral level study. In the following section I draw on some classroom vignettes to demonstrate the challenges that some teachers and learners have in engaging with reading.

4 Insights from classroom-based research

The challenges related to reading reported here hinge on two critical issues: one is that of not making pre-primary schooling compulsory as pointed out earlier, and secondly, the language-in-education policy which is unevenly implemented. As indicated earlier, the MT policy of 2006/7 allowed rural schools to select a dominant local language in the community to be used as language of learning and teaching (LoLT). However, since then, private schools have created a problem of “complex multilingualism” within the educational system, in that they teach through English and teach MT as a subject, while government schools teach and use MT – in the first three years of primary schooling as required by the national policy (Ssentanda, 2013). Schools have found ways of manipulating policy by switching between languages (MTs and English) and, as I will show below, this has led to the development of different approaches to teaching reading. This variation in practice poses a considerable challenge for learners, especially when it comes to the learning of letter/sound correspondences. It is also possible that this challenge can spill over when it comes to reading words, sentences and, later on, whole texts.

4.1 The provenance of the classroom interactions

Before proceeding to the details of insights from the classroom, it is in order to show the provenance of the extracts of classroom interaction that I will be discussing. The classroom practices described and analysed here were observed and audio-recorded in three rural schools from Rakai district: school A and C
are government schools and school B is a private school. Private schools in this rural district have high learner:teacher ratios compared to government schools particularly because of dwindling quality of education in government schools after the introduction of Universal Primary Education in 1997 and the misconceptions around learning through MT (see Ssentanda 2013; World Bank 2002). In the paragraphs above, I have already pointed out the use of different LoLT in the two sets of schools. All three teachers who feature in these extracts of classroom interaction were female: all had a Grade III3 certificate and had taught for between six to ten years. The LoLT in these lessons from which Extracts 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 were taken was English, while that of Extracts 3 and 4 were taken from lessons conducted in Luganda (in P1). As mentioned earlier, this study employed triangulation; as such interviews were held with classroom teachers. These conversations were audio recorded to capture the details of teachers’ insights about the language policy and curriculum (see footnote 4).

4.2 The challenge of letter naming

One of the first steps to reading is letter and sound identification and naming (cf. Hoover & Gough 2000). This is the point at which the challenge of teaching reading in Uganda starts. Traditionally, letters and sounds have been taught differently in Luganda and English. Luganda shares an alphabet with English except for two letters, /ŋ̃, ñ/, which Luganda employs in its orthography. In English, sounds/letters have names e.g., [bi] for /b/, [em] for /m/, [ke] for /k/, etc. In Luganda similar sounds are assigned different names e.g., [ba] for /b/, [ma] for /m/, [ka] for /k/, etc. In sum, all letter names in Luganda have /a/ added on to every consonant. Therefore, as teachers teach Luganda and English, they need children to remember that the letters in each language have different names, even though the letter looks the same in the orthography.

The extract below comes from an English lesson in P1 in a government school (School A). There were 34 learners in this class. As the teacher4 was teaching English, she expected learners to respond to questions “in English” not “in Luganda”. In this lesson the teacher asked the learners to spell the words that they had been learning about that day. There were learners who pronounced the letter names “in Luganda” rather than “in English”. The teacher’s response to this is revealed in the following extract. The teacher turns are indicated with T and the learners’ turns with L. A singular L shows a turn taken by one pupil and the plural form (Ls) shows a turn taken by several pupils. The Luganda text is in bold, the translation is in italics and the English text is in normal typeface.

Extract (1)

1T: Ok, sit on your desk. Can you spell, let us spell this word. We are going to spell the word bananas. Let us spell it. Letterˆ...

2Ls: b [bi] [Some learners say “ba”]

3T: Letterˆ...

4Ls: b [b] [Some learners say ba]

5T: This is letterˆ…?

6Ls: b [b] [Some learners say ba]

7T: Bannange Kaweesi, is this letter “ba”? We are in English. We are not in Luganda Kaweesi. Owulidde Kaweesi? This is letter b [“bi”]

Friends, Kaweesi, is this letter “ba”? We are in English. We are not in Luganda Kaweesi. Have you heard, Kaweesi? This is letter b [“bi”]

8Ls: b [“bi”] [there is one child who still says “ba”].
In this extract, the teacher asked learners in turn 1 to spell the word ‘banana’. In line 2, learners started to spell it. Some learners pronounced letter /b/ as [bi] and others [ba]. In line 7 the teacher identified one of the learners, Kaweesi, who pronounced /b/ as [ba]. As I indicated above, /b/ is pronounced as [ba] in Luganda. Clearly, Kaweesi and other learners were confused about the two “names” given to the same letter in the two different languages which they were in process of learning to read.

Kaweesi was reminded by his teacher that he was in an English lesson, not a Luganda one. When this “problem” persisted, Kaweesi was called out (see line 9) to the front of the class; he was asked to pronounce the letter “in English” not “in Luganda” (see turns 9 to 12). In addition, Kaweesi was asked to write the letter on the chalkboard, a task that was not easy for him (line 13) and when he succeeded he was given applause (turn 16). The applause is given in form of a gesture, opening a bottle of soda, and giving it to him to drink. In rural areas,
soda is a drink that people do not normally have and children love it so much. It is usually served at functions or to a visitor at home. So it is a gesture used here in class to thank the learner and to say that they deserve a “special drink”.

I should also mention here that the curriculum and policy guidelines for P1 to P3 call for a one-teacher-one-classroom system. A teacher assigned to a class handles all the learning areas in the curriculum alone. This also adds to the challenge involved in creating learning environments conducive to learning: learners see the teacher calling /b/ [ba] in a Luganda lesson and after just an hour or less, in an English lesson, the same teacher tells them to call the same letter [bi]. This must be confusing for the learners, particularly those in government schools such as the one where the exchange in Extract 1 was recorded, who are coming into contact with letter/sound correspondences for the very first time in P1.

In the extract below, we return to the same class, in School A, and we see that the problem of letter naming has resurfaced. This time the problem came up when the pupils were attempting to read the word: “fish”.

Extract (2)

1. Ls: Fish.
2. T: Uhm, letter?
3. Ls: “f” [others fish]
4. T: Letterˆ…?
5. Ls: “f” [others say fish and “fa”].
6. T: Letterˆ…?
7. Ls: “f” [others fish].
8. T: Who is saying letter “fa” ajje agituwandiikire; we are in English, temulimu letter “fa”. Who is saying letter “fa”? Naye Kaweesi my dear friend, again you are the one saying letter “fa”! Can you write for us your letter “fa”and we see. We are in English tetugimanyi nayo. Wandiika “f” gye twagala. Wamma ani amanyi letter “fa” mu Luzungu? Gy’eri mu Luzungu? Teriiyo. Tekola ki?
   Who is saying letter “fa”; let him/her come and write it for us; we are in English, there is no letter “fa”. Who is saying letter “fa”? But Kaweesi my dear friend, again you are the one saying letter “fa”! Can you write for us your letter “fa”and we see. We are in English we do not know of letter “fa”. Write “f” “f”, it is what we want. Class, who knows letter “fa” in English? Is it there in English? It is not there. It is not what…
   It is not there.
10. T: Mu Luzungu tekola kiˆ…?
    In English it is notˆ…
11. Ls: Teriiyo.
    It is not there.
12. T: We have letter “f” [ef]. This is letter “f” [ef]. Letter…?
13. Ls: “f” [ef]
14. T: Write for us letter “f” and we see. Wandiika eyiyo Kaweesi. Letter “f”. Uhm? Ahaa, Kaweesi what is this letter?
   Write for us letter “f” and we see. Write your letter, Kaweesi. Letter “f”. Uhm? Ahaa, Kaweesi what is this letter?
15. Kaweesi: “f” [ef]
16. T: Good. Now Kaweesi is coming up. It is letter “f”. Thank you Kaweesi. Uhm, letter…?

As in the previous instance, the teacher “cautions” learners that they are learning English and that in English letter [fa], as some learners pronounced it, is not known (see turn 8). The same learner, Kaweesi found this challenging. The
teacher wanted Kaweesi to pronounce /f/ as [ef] not as [fa] since this was an English reading lesson.

It is noteworthy that in extracts 1, 2 and 7, teachers employed learners’ MT in various ways: to encourage learner participation [extract 1 turn 21; extract 3 turn 1]; to attract all the learners’ attention or that of a particular learner (such as Kaweesi) (e.g. Extract 1, turn 7 – the use of *bannange Kaweesi friends, Kaweesi* and Extract 2, turn 8 – the use of but Kaweesi); to distinguish between talk about lesson content and the giving of instructions or procedural utterances (e.g. Extract 1, turns 7, 8, 13, 15, 21; Extract 2, turns 8, 10 and 14 and Extract 7). Learner participation was also cued or prompted by a teacher’s rising tone of voice. This is marked by (˚) in all extracts. Whenever the teacher changed the tone of their voice and used a question form, learners either completed their utterances (e.g. in Extract 1, turns 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and 12) or repeated what they had said. This interactional routine has been identified in research in other multilingual school settings in countries in the global south where both teachers and learners are challenged by the constraints imposed by a particular LoLT (cf. Hornberger & Chick 2001).

Even the private school learners, who had attended pre-school, found these letter naming conventions confusing. In Extract 3 below, I show an example from an audio-recorded P2 class in a private school (School B). A letter naming problem, similar to that illustrated in Extracts 1 and 2), occurred in a Luganda lesson when a learner pronounced the name of a letter “in English”. The teacher reminded the learner that it was a Luganda lesson, not English one and so the learners had to name the letters “in Luganda”. In other words this teacher appeared to aim at keeping the two languages, Luganda and English separate. NCDC prohibits teachers from using MT in English lessons.

Extract (3)

T: *Teyataddeyo katonnyeze? Uhm, Mawanda wamma ggwe olabyewo ki? Didn’t he put a dot? Yes Mawanda, what do you see?*

Mawanda: “y” [pronounces it as “wayi” instead of “ya” as is the case in Luganda].

T: *Aaa, tuli mu Luganda. No, we are in Luganda.*

The main challenge illustrated here, and in Extracts (1) and (2), relates to the question of how to handle letter names: how should letter names be pronounced in the teaching of reading? As mentioned earlier, in the Ugandan context, there are two parallel systems for teaching sound/symbol correspondences and there is ample scope for confusion.

Yet more variation in practice derives from the co-existence of different methods for teaching reading, especially when English is the LoLT. There are schools which teach graphic symbols to represent sounds from an alphabetic point of view when teaching English, while others teach them from a phonics point of view. NCDC encourages teachers to use the phonics approach. The phonics approach is beginning to take hold in some urban schools in Uganda but as yet not many teachers are familiar with it. Before this practice, the teaching of sounds was handled from a purely alphabetical point of view, that is to say, English letters were pronounced differently from those in Luganda: e.g., English
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letter names included /b/ as [bi]; /k/ as [ke]; /z/ as [zed], while Luganda letter names included /b/ as [ba]; /k/ as [ka]; /z/ as [za], etc.

When these two systems run concurrently, this presents difficulties for some learners, especially since they are also learning two languages at the same time. The fact that English and Luganda share the same alphabet should be an opportunity to find common ground for handling the teaching of these sound/symbol correspondences in a way that does not confuse learners. Hoover and Gough (2013) have observed that letter knowledge has been shown to be a predictor of later reading success. Therefore, the lack of a joined-up approach to the teaching of letters and sound/symbol correspondences could well have a substantial effect on the rate at which children acquire reading skills.

4.3 The challenge of teacher education

Putting aside the issues that arise as a result of the diverse ways of appropriating language policy, in public and private schools in Uganda, there is also a general problem related to teacher education and support with regard to the task of teaching reading in primary schools. Kyeyune (2012) states that: “trainees reproduce the tutors’ approaches.” Teachers will teach learners just as they were taught to do so at college. There has been little change in the content of the teacher education curriculum. In the extract that follows, I demonstrate how a P1 teacher, in a government school in a rural area (School C), handled reading in a Luganda lesson.

In this class, the teacher did not introduce the lesson, but simply titled this lesson Reading on the chalkboard. She then wrote letters, syllables and words on the blackboard. After writing the letters, syllables and the two syllable words shown in the extract, the teacher began to read the letters and learners, without any prompting from their teacher, repeated all that the teacher read out. From line 1 to 16, the teacher and learners repeated in turn the 5 Luganda vowels. The teacher followed this with syllables as shown in turns 17 to 30. Starting at line 31, the teacher began to make words out of syllables, e.g. sala ‘cut’ (turn 31). For every word to be pronounced, each syllable was first pronounced independently as in lines 39 to 44; 45 to 50, etc. In turn 62, the teacher asked learners to take the lead in the reading as she had done in the previous turns. Learners started to pronounce the individual letters in chorus, repeating each letter at least twice as instructed by the teacher in turn 64, 67 and 69. When the teacher realized that not all the learners were participating, she said: Tugendere wamu ‘let us all go together’ (see turn 71). There was a lot of repetition of sounds and syllables and a focus on language forms, as shown in Extract 4.
Extract (4)

1. T:  a
2. Ls:  a
3. T:  a
4. Ls:  a
5. T:  e
6. Ls:  e
7. T:  i
8. Ls:  i
9. T:  i
10. Ls:  i
11. T:  o
12. Ls:  o
13. T:  o
14. Ls:  o
15. T:  u
16. Ls:  u
17. T:  sa
18. Ls:  sa
19. T:  se
20. Ls:  se
21. T:  si
22. Ls:  si
23. T:  so
24. Ls:  so
25. T:  su
26. Ls:  su
27. T:  sa
28. Ls:  sa
29. T:  la
30. Ls:  la
31. T:  sala
32. Ls:  sala
33. T:  su
34. Ls:  su
35. T:  la
36. Ls:  la
37. T:  Sula
38. Ls:  Sula
39. T:  So
40. Ls:  So
41. T:  na
42. Ls:  na
43. T:  sona
44. Ls:  sona
45. T:  so
46. Ls:  so
47. T:  ma
48. Ls:  ma
49. T:  soma
50. Ls:  soma
51. T:  se
52. Ls:  se
53. T:  ka
54. Ls:  ka
55. T:  seka
56. Ls:  seka
57. T:  sa
58. Ls:  sa
59. T:  si
60. Ls:  si
61. T:  sasi
62. Ls:  sasi
63. T:  Kati
64. Ls:  a, a, a
65. Ls:  era
66. T:  Again.
67. Ls:  e, e
68. T:  Era.
69. Ls:  e, i, i
70. T:  Tugendere kumu
71. Ls:  I, o, o
72. T:  Let us go together.

Extract 5 below was taken from an English class at the same level (P1) in the same government school (School C). It was taught by the same teacher as in Extract 4. She called her lesson “revision of vocabulary”. As soon as she entered the classroom, she wrote six words on the blackboard. After writing these words, she instructed the learners (in turn 1) to repeat after her as she read through “the vocabulary.” She even expected the learners to repeat after her the title of the activity: “Revision of vocabulary” (turns 2 – 11). This part of the lesson went on for some time while learners repeated the six words turn after turn.
We see clearly from this extract that the teacher and the learners were just engaged in classroom exchanges involving simple teacher prompts and chorus repetition of English words. At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher gave no clue to learners as to how to read the words she wrote on the blackboard. When the teacher asked learners to read on their own (as shown in Extract 6 below) they found it difficult to do so because they had not understood how the teacher had sounded out the letters they saw on the blackboard to make the words which they had just been chanting. Also note, as given in turn 23, I observed that some learners repeated what the teacher sounded out as they faced away from the chalkboard. The learners’ task in this class appears to be only repeating what the teacher said. The focus was not on getting learners to understand how to sound out the words.

In the next extract, we see what a challenge this posed for the learners. This time, learners were required to read aloud in a short sentence prefixed with “it is…” in response to the teacher’s question: “What is this?” The learners were
required to answer the question with the appropriate word with “it is...” prefixed to the word to form a sentence.

Extract (6)

1 T: Look here. What is this?
2 Ls: [Learners are silent].
3 T: What is this?
4 Ls: It is a fish
5 T: No, it is beans
6 Ls: It is a bean
7 T: Not it is a bean; it is beans
8 Ls: It is beans
9 T: It is beans
10 Ls: It is beans
11 T: It is beans
12 Ls: It is beans
13 T: What is this?
14 Ls: It is fish
15 T: What is this?
16 Ls: It is fish
17 T: It is a fish
18 Ls: It is a fish
19 T: What is this?
20 Ls: It is a banana
21 T: It is bananas
22 Ls: It is bananas
23 T: It is bananas
24 Ls: It is a banana
25 T: It is bananas
26 Ls: It is a banana. [Other learners say, it is bananas]
27 T: What is this?
28 Ls: [Learners murmur – not sure of what to say].
29 T: It is po...
30 Ls: Potato
31 T: It is potatoes
32 Ls: It is potatoes
33 T: It is potatoes
34 Ls: It is potatoes

In the above example, turns 2 to 4 clearly show that learners had not actually learned how to read aloud some of the words in question (e.g. beans and potatoes). To begin with, the teacher pointed to the word “fish”, but the learners read it as “beans”. After further repetition in chorus (turns 7 to 12), the teacher then pointed to the word “fish” and this time they got it right. They also pronounced the word “bananas” correctly, but stumbled on “potatoes” (turn 27). It was only after the teacher’s prompting in line 29 that they were able to read the word, after a clue based on the first syllable of the word had been given to them by the teacher. This classroom vignette is similar to those described by Horberger and Chick (2001), in their work in Peru and South Africa, where learners were doing a good deal of chanting in chorus after the teacher.

The exercise shown in Extract 5 and 6 could be described as a “guessing game” and the focus was primarily on the practice of language forms. Word recognition tasks such as this one are challenging for young learners, particularly for learners in rural government schools, such as this one, where they have no pre-
schooling (cf. Hoover & Gough 2013). Before tasks such as this, children should have a chance to learn what a word is and how letters are joined together to make one. What is happening in the above extract is similar to what Marrapodi (2013:13) has described in a study of the use of flashcards. The interactional routines captured in Extracts 5 and 6 are similar to those documented by Nyaga and Anthonissen (2012) and Bunyi (2001) in rural primary schools in Kenya, where teachers have rather little in-service support.

Another striking feature of Extracts (5) and (6), in comparison with the previous extracts (1 and 2) is that the teacher followed strict monolingual use of English as the LoLT throughout and avoided the use of the children’s MT. This was constraining in terms of building classroom relationships, in the earlier extracts we saw that the teachers cajoled the children and encouraged participation by switching to their MT. Moreover, the sole use of English led here in Extract 6 to the production of rather odd, incorrect sentences in English such as “it is beans”, “it is bananas” and “it is potatoes”. There was also a mismatch between the teacher’s prompts with words in the plural (e.g. “beans” turn 5; “bananas” turns 21, 23 and 25) and the learners’ responses in the singular (e.g. “bean” turns 6; “banana” turns 22, 24 and 26). The teacher did not appear to notice this as there was no attempt to correct it. The teacher does however correct the absence of the indefinite article in the learners’ responses in turns 14 and 16.

The teacher brought the lesson to a close by drawing pictures corresponding to each of the words they had covered. Since class time had already come to an end, she asked learners to continue with the work after break time (as seen in the following extract). She switched to the children’s MT for the first time to accomplish this procedural move.

Extract (7)

T:  
Tukomye awo. Tujja kumala kuva mu break mulyoke muwandiike. Olyoke onkubire bulungi ebifananyi ehyo bulungi mu kitabo kyo.

We will end here today. You will go for break first and when you return you will write. You will then draw for me those pictures very well in your books.

NCDC (2007:31) points out that the second half hour of the lesson should be dedicated to “…pre-writing activities, drawing, labelling and developing handwriting.” Perhaps this teacher was trying to comply with the terms curricular guidelines on “drawing” when, in extract (7), she asked learners to draw the pictures in their books.

Marrapodi (2013:8) clarifies that there are five elements of reading: “phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency, with the vision of touching each area during reading lessons.” In the lessons excerpted above, we have seen different teachers focusing on letter awareness and on vocabulary (sight word approach). Curriculum guidelines stipulate that teachers should introduce at least five words each day. Teachers are under pressure to follow what the curriculum guidelines recommend but many lack a clear sense of how to handle different elements of reading, not only in MT but also in English. Even if they use the sight word or word recognition method, there is no clearly organised lexicon from which to draw each day’s vocabulary (cf. Marrapodi 2013).
Furthermore, as Marrapodi (2013:12) points out “the sight word approach is a step above the phonics approach because there is a one-to-one correspondence between a word and what it represents.” But as in the last classroom vignette discussed here (in Extract 7), learners do not often have support from the teacher to help them to relate words to the pictures that they are asked to draw.

In the wider study from which the extracts in this paper were drawn, I indicate that teachers are under pressure to follow curriculum guidelines. However, I also show that there is a widespread view among teachers in this study that teaching MT as a subject hinders the acquisition of English (e.g. see teacher in footnote 4) (cf. Benson, 2008; Dutcher, 1997). Consequently, the time set aside for teaching MT is often used to teach other curriculum subjects including English (Ssentanda 2013). Some teachers also consider teaching in MTs such as Luganda to be difficult because they have had no specific training and experience and have fewer materials to handle the subject. But considering the advantages of beginning school in a familiar language and the phonic method that curriculum guidelines encourage to teach reading, the task should be relatively simple. For instance, if we take the case of Luganda, learning to read in this language should be easy as the sound/symbol correspondences are regular and transparent. Luganda has 23 phonemes and graphemes. There are few complex grapheme-phoneme relationships unlike the case of English.

5 Conclusion

The classroom-based research presented here underpins the need to find solutions and reduce the challenges learners face when they begin to learn to read. The challenge is evident in private schools as well as in government schools, despite the fact that learners in private schools have had two or three years in pre-school. Learners encounter difficulties when they are introduced to reading in two different languages (mostly in government schools) and also when they are introduced to reading first in English and later in MT and then again in English (as in private schools). Children are learning to read in highly varied learning environments. In a wider policy context where the LoLT varies significantly due to the gap between language-in-education policy and practice and to the discretionary pre-school provision that tends to be in English. The elective pre-school provision is currently creating a huge gap between learners within a single education system.

There are also other challenges. For instance, the national materials developed for use in P1 assume that learners have had pre-primary schooling. Therefore national assessments such as those alluded to earlier may not be justified when administered in rural government schools where learners have had no pre-school experience. This also impacts on national assessment results: a P1 learner in a government school should not be assessed in the same way as one in a private school.

The benefits that come with starting schooling in a child’s MT are widely reported in the research literature (e.g. Cummins 2005; Benson 2008). In the Ugandan context, there clearly needs to be a more coordinated approach to language policy implementation so that all learners can have the opportunity to learn to read first in their MT and for reading to be beneficial and meaningful for them. Uwezo (2012:8) has observed that “Ugandan pupils perform
comparatively worse at lower grades, but demonstrate faster ‘catch-up’ at higher grades”. So the laying of the foundations of learning in the early years needs to be more carefully planned and teachers working at this level need more support.

Finally, there are specific issues that need to be addressed with some urgency. When learners are first introduced to reading, the teaching of sound-letter correspondences in Luganda (and other local languages) and English needs to be harmonized. If the phonic method is to be taken on, both English and MTs should be taught with a similar method since Ugandan languages use a similar alphabet to that of English. In addition, the pre-school level should be made compulsory for all Ugandan children. As reading and writing are critical skills to master in the early years of learning and since they determine the progress of a child’s educational life (Trudell et al. 2012; Walter and Dekker, 2011), this should be a priority area for investment in education. Furthermore, it would be worthwhile having more classroom-based studies so as to build a fuller understanding of current classroom practice with regard to the teaching of reading, in different kinds of learning environments. Such studies can help to inform the future development of teacher training.
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Endnotes

1. English is the first official language in Uganda and Swahili is second.
2. In Ssentanda (2013) I demonstrate that private schools have disregarded the thematic curriculum in preference for a subject-based curriculum which was in place before 2006/2007 mainly because of the nature of this curriculum and the inadequate reference materials (in terms of quality of content) that come with it.
3. Grade III is attained after two years of training in a college. Candidates for this qualification are senior (form) four graduates.
4. On interviewing this teacher about her views on teaching learners through MT, she said that she felt “bad and sad about it” and she did not expect learners to properly acquire English unless they had it as LoLT. She herself had had all her schooling with English as the LoLT. This teacher shared her belief with many teachers who were interviewed in the wider study, parts of which are not reported here.
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Appendix 1

Transcription key

T teachers
L(s) Learner(s)
(^) This symbol is used to mark rising tone.

Bold font is used in the extracts for stretches of speech occurring in Luganda. Bold font has also been used to show the translation of these stretches of speech. Italics are used for English translations.